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For installations handling explosive materids there is a requirement 
for the p u f p ~ s  of hazard assessment for methds which give an 
estimate of the lethality of an explosion in a built-up area. A model 
for the bthal effects of a condensed phase explosion is derived, based 
on a simplified classificadon of explosion fatalities into primary and 
secondary deaths. Airnary deaths wcur almost entirely in the near 
field and due to the direct effects of the bias, secondary deaths 
=cur in both near and far fields and are associated with building 
damage. The model consists of correlations for primary and m n d a r y  
deaths as a function of mass of explosive anddismce. Theapplication 
of the d e l  to vapour cloud explosions is briefly discussed. 

The assessment of a major explosion hazard involves the determination of the tffects of the 
explosion on ptople. There are availabFe some data on the effmts on people in the optn for 
same particular injury modes, including &m rupture, lung haemorrhage, W i l y  mslation, 
missile impact and so on, but these are oflimited use without guidance on their use todetermine 
the oved l  mortality. Moreover, in most accident situations the majority of people will be 
indoors, but again thm is little information available in usable form on the effects ofexplosion 
on people in bu~ldinga. 

Tht approach adoptd herc i s  to combine the useof cxpcsinmentd workon the effect of blast on 
animals and historical data on injury associated with housing damage. In  rhe near f eld a relation 
is derived for p r i w  causes d death arising fmm the direct effects of blast, while in the near 
and far f elds a relation for secondary causes i s  based on the correlation of fatalities with housing 
damage. The paper gives a mdel  for the lethality of explosions in built-up areas basedon these 
primary and secondary causes OF death. 

The model is intended primarily forthe a s s t s m t  of thc hazard of an explosion which occurs 
in the open. It is applicable to condensed phase explosions only. The same general approach 
may be applicable to vapour cloud explosions also, but this aspect, though briefly discussed, is 
beyond the scope of the paw.  

The variability between individual explosions of the same nominal energy, both in sespecr of 
theoverpressures measured and the casudtics and damagecaused. is well known. It is emphased, 
thtrefm, that the mode1 derived is intended for the estimation of average effects. 
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As a result of the dtvtlopment of aerial bombing of civilian populations during the Seond  
World War investigations of the effectiveness of 'bombs were undertaken by both sides. Since 
the war further extensive studies hare been c h e d  out with pansuIat reference to the effects 
of nuclear weapons. 

In  the UK Piofessot Zuckerman played a leading role in work sponsmd by the M~inistq of 
Home Security in 1939-41 and wrote a numbtr of papers (1-3). He was involvtd both in air 
raidcasualty surveys and in expriments in which animals were exposed m the effects of blast 
The Germans also did work on blast effects (4). 

h the US during the 1960s and 1970s a large p r o p m m  of r c m h  was carried out at the 
Lovelace Foundation on the effects of blast on animals and on the application of the results 
obtained to man with particular reference to nuclear weapons (5-9). 

Thebehaviour of blast waves has also bien ex tensivdy studied Foroondensedphascexplosives, 
i.e. high explosives such as TNT, correlations are available forthe estimatjon of the blast wave 
characteristics as function ofthe mass of exptosivt (e.g. Baker et a1 (10)). Other relations are 
available which cwrelate housing damage with mass of explosive (1 I,12). 

Blast Wave Qammmm . . 

The characteristics of the blast wave fmm the explosion of a condensed phase explosive such 
as TNT have been the subject of a number of studies, of which referenoe may h made to some 
of those rnost frequently quoted (13-23). A full account i s  given by Baker et a1 (E 0). 

The blast wave parameters such as overpressm, impulse and duration 'time are  comlated, using 
scaling laws, in terns of scaled distance. There art a numkr of correlations which give bmadly 
similar results. The overpressure smla t ions  show a degree of exprimentd scatter. A plot 
show~ng the results obtained by various workers is given In Baker er a1 (their Figure 2-3). 

The usual relation is far fcee air explosions. For an explosion at ground lcvel it is necessary to 
multiply the actual mass of explosive by a factm which takcs account of the reflection of the 
blast by the ground For an explosion in which no crater i s  formed the factor is 1. but for a 
condensed phase explosive the factor recommended is l .R,  which d o w s  for mta fma t ion .  
k factor of 1.8 has k n  used here. Figure 1 shows the overprtssure from a condensed phase 
explosion as a function of mass of explosive and distance. It has betn calculated from the 
correlations referred to and using the reflection factor of 1.8 just mentioned. 

For small charges and duration times use has aIso been made of thedata on blast waveparameters 
given by Zuckcrman (2) for his experiments. Data given by Desaga (4) and by Kingery md 
PannilI (19) have been used as a crosscheck. 

The account of blast effects given below i s  principaliy in terms of peak overpressure. The peak 
reflected pressure is a function both of the peak overpressure and the peak dynamic pressure, 
which an directly related. The latter i s  dominant in thentar field and the former in the far field. 

In  his work on air raid casualties Zuckerman found that as far as lung damage was concerned 
it was difficult to distinguish between the effect of the blast wave pressing on rhc body and that 
of body translation or impact of missiles on the W y .  He concluded that fatalcasualties which 
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showed little or no external sign of injury would probably only in rare cases haw diedfmm the 
direct effects of blasz Other causes of death in such circumstances art asphyxia following 
burial, carbon monoxide poisoning and chronic illness aggravated by shmk. 

Zucktrman pointed out that the overpressure nwessary to b w l  a person over is only slightly 
less than that likely to affect the internal organs and that when a person i s  violently thrown 
against a h& surface. injuries may mcur to internal organs which are difimlt  o distinguish 
from those whjch might have mcurred due to the direct blast pressure. 

A study of 81 chemical and gas accidents has been made by Senles (23). Of these. 44 involved 
fm and explosion, 23 fire only and 14 a detonation reaction. Settles states: 

'The 14 accidents In which detonating forces were present resultdin injuries to 35 p m n s  
and 34 fatalities. It appears from information available that only one of these 34 dearhs 
resulted from blastoverp~ssurts that are associated wirh adetmating reaction. Howevcr. 
this one fatality was not the result of blast damage to human tissue. Rather. [he blast 
pressure caused this individual to be propelled as a projectile. The other 33 persons who 
died in these 14 accidents were located at points where the density of fly~ng fragments, 
and in some cases, the lethd searing of radiant heat wme so great that the~r deaths were 
certain, even though there had been no blast effects". 

It may be noted that although these incidents are presumably typical of industrial explosions, 
they differ from some other explosions cons ided  in this paper in that there is normally a 
sepamtion zone between an industrial site and any housing. so that in so far as the nature of the 
casualties changes with distance.those juslquotedmay be somewhat different from those which 
apply to an explosion occursing at random in a built-up =a. 

From theexamination of airraidcasualtits ZUC~TIUUI (2) derivcdthe classification of casualties 
shown in Table 1. 

In the Zovelact Foundanon work two m d c s  of injury which were extensively investigated were 
those due to 

I) The averpiessure of the blast wave on the body 
2) The aanslatim of the b&y by the blast wave. 

The first of theses acts on the lungs so as to cause lung haemorrhage, the second causes injury 
by decelerative tumbling with flailing of the limbs andlor impact with hard objects. 

In an accidental explosion in a built-up area the casualties will fall into two main categories: 
rho% in the near field caused by the direct effecrs of the blast wavt (werpessure, banslation) 
and those in both h e  near and far fields caused by building damage. For the purposes of the 
assessment of the hazard of suchexplosions an dtemative~lassification of casualties is therefore 
proposed. consisting of just two caregories, primary and secondary casualties. The prirnasy 
casualties cornspond broadly to Zuckemn's categories I and 2 and the secondary categwy to 
his category 3. His category 4 refers to fm rather than explosion and is not considered here. 
The modes of injury mentioned as those principally investigated by the American workers are 
both in the primary category. 
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In hazard assessment use is often made d thc radius at which there i s  a 50% probability of a 
defined effect, usualiy injury or damage. This is referred to here as the radius for 50% effect, 
or b. Use is also m& of the mdius of the circle such that the number of targets inside the 
circle whichdonot suffer the effect is balanced by the number outside which do. Thisis referred 
to here as the radius of the 100% effect circle, or R,,. Concep~ually, these twa radii are quite 
distinct In practice they will often have similar numerical values. They mnverge where the 
intensity of the physical phenomenon decays rapidly and where its effect nn the target passes 
through a narrow zone from zero to 100% effect. A quantitative treatment has been given by 
Lees eK d (24). 

The casualties to bc expected will be a function of the popuIation exposed. An account ofthe 
density and other characteristics af the exposed population around a major hazard site has been 
given by Petrs et al (25). The d e l  descrikd below includes population density or, in other 
words, housing density and cccupancy, as one of its parameters. 

Zuckerman carried out cxptrimnts in which tethered animals (goats, rabbits, rats, etc.) were 
exposed w blas t from bombs. Most of the work was done using 70 Ib bombs in paper containers, 
so as to avoid rhe effects of fragments, but some work was done with 500 Ib GP bmbs.  The 
main aim of the work was to establish the p a r m t m  of the blast mechanism ss a dire~t  cause 
of death with special reference to the specification of shelws for uw in air raids. Some of the 
experiments involved the protection of the animals' Wies in cases so that only the head and 
breathing passages were txpsed.  

Zucktrman states that when a b m b  dttonates tht pressure genera* within the casing is of the 
&er of 1 0  to 650 tons per square inch. The bursting of the bomb gives rise to a blast wave 
which for a 70 Ib charge at 5Q ft gives an overpmssure of about 15 psi and a duration time of 
a b u t  S ms. 

He desaihs the experiments as follows (1): 

'The closest an animal was p l d  to the charge in any experiment was 13 ft and the 
funheat 70 ft. No animals were ever kitTd at distances further than I8 ft and none was 
hurt in any observed way at distances further than 50 R fmrn the explosion, a distance at 
which the positive component of the blast wave was of the order of 6.3 Ib per sq in and 
the suction component 1.3 lb per sq in. Between 13 and 18 fr almost all animals were 
killed when placed so that their body walls were affected by hydrostatic pressure (i.e. 
end-on to the charge). At these distances the positive component of the blast wart 
(hyhstatic pressure) varied between 126 and 63 lb per sq in". 

Although it was clear that different species vary in susceptibility, a relationship was found 
between body size md blast effect which allowed rht results to be exmpolated to man. The 
work gave resutts ustfu! to the shelter programme and also to the designers of bombs. By 
detonating British 500 Ib GP bombs among live goats staked out in a pit Zuckerman deduced 
that the lethal pmssure for man is between 400 and 500 psi and crwschocks with air raids on 
British cities showed this to be of the right order (26). Thc pressure necessary tocause minimal 
pulmonary damage was placed at 70 psi. 
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The iesearch at the LoveIaccFw ndadon in the 196th and 1970s comprised a major progmmmc 
of workon the effects of explosions on animals and man. The basic approach adopted was the 
detailed investigation of individual injury d e s  by expr imend work on animds and 
exhapolation of the results to man. The work has been, described in a Large number of repons 
and papers of which those quotd are only a sample; an extensive listing is given in Reference 
7. 

Thc effects of overpressure on the bady were investigated using 2,097 animals from 13 different 
sptcies in expnimenrs in which the ovmpmssures were up to 1,680 psi (1 16 bar) and the duration 
time ranged from 0.3 to 400 ms. For present purp~ses it i s  h 50% mortality level which is of 
prime interest. Figure 2 shows the effects of overpressure and duration time at this mortality 
level for three of the species studied: sheep, goals and rabbits, The data in Figure 2 are from a 
figure given by Fletcher (S), and quoted by White er a1 (?E, which gives data for all the animal 
species studied. 

These resuh may be extrapolated ta man as follows. The exnaplation is generally based an 
body weight, which for man is conventionally taktn as 70 kg. Table 2 gives selected original 
data f h m  the Lovelace work (6) for experiments on the three species where the mortality was 
approximaltely 50%. From these data for mortaliry dose to 50% a linear relation was derived 
between overpressure and mortality and used to adjust the rnortalities to exactly 50%. The 
impulses were also calculated. Table 3 shows the data for the  experiments given in Table 2 
standardised to 50% rnmli ty  and expressed in terms of impulses. The data in Tabte 3 are 
plottedin Figure 3, which shows curves fortht three: species. Also shown in Figure 3 is afourth 
curve for man which has been constructed by exrrapolation by body weight of the impulse at 
fixed duration times; the degree of exmaplation required i s  slight. 

A relation for the 50% lethality of an explosion by overpressure on the bDdy has b e n  derived 
and is shown in Figure 4. For larger explosions with aduration timeof I0 ms or more the c l w e  
in  Figull: 4 was obtained fmm that in Figure 3 by determining the overpressu~t from the impulse 
and the duration time, The scaled distance and scaled impulst were then obtained and the 
corresponding mass of explosive and distance calculated 

For smaUerexplosions the c w t  in Figure4 is based on admdon time of 5 rns for an explosive 
charge of 70 Ib (32 kg) as given by Zuckemn. Then taking the impulse from Figure 3 the 
overpressure can be determined, rht scaled dEstance obtained and the m e i s  of explosive and 
distance calculated. The overpressure 1s 133 psi (9.2 bar) and the distance 13 fi (3.9 m). 

The 50% mortality curve given in Figure 4 is asymptotic to the line for an overpresstm of 4.1 
bar (60 psi) for large explosions. It is of interest that an overpressure of 62 psi (range 50-75) is 
given as the tentative 50% lethal value fmman for fast rising, long duration pressure pulses by 
G1ass;tone and Dolm (27) in the context of the effects of nucltar weapons. 

Another imponant mDde of injury by the blast wave is tmslation of the body. Glasstone and 
Dolan (27) &scribe cxp~rimntal  work on this mode using animals and dummies. 

In one series of experiments cadavers of sevml animal s p i e s  (including sheep and goats) 
were dropped from the back of a vehicle uavelling at speeds between 10 and 60 mph (4.5 to 27 
mm. All animals assumed amllingpasture along their long axis regardless of initial orientation. 
It was concluded that a person tumbling over a smooth surface might survive even i f the initial 
velmity were high provided he could avoid head injury and flailing of the limbs. 
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